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German: Â·(person who serves as a subject for fashion) model
Model - Wiktionary
A proton is composed of two up quarks, one down quark, and the gluons that mediate the forces "binding"
them together. The color assignment of individual quarks is arbitrary, but all three colors must be present.
Quark - Wikipedia
Detonation (from Latin detonare, meaning 'to thunder down') is a type of combustion involving a supersonic
exothermic front accelerating through a medium that eventually drives a shock front propagating directly in
front of it. Detonations occur in both conventional solid and liquid explosives, as well as in reactive gases.
The velocity of detonation in solid and liquid explosives is much ...
Detonation - Wikipedia
Welcome to the Etymology scriptorium. This is the place to cogitate on etymological aspects of the Wiktionary
entries.
Wiktionary:Etymology scriptorium
One thing to keep in mind is that, in early language development, it was common to overload a keyword to
have multiple meanings. Since, in the original Basic, "Dim" was already a keyword used to declare array
variables, the keyword was extended to include declaring all variables.
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